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       News
  Nomination deadline extended for CSA’s Retail’s Top Women Awards 
  Help Chain Store Age recognize the achievements of female retail executives. 
 [image: Top Women]   
    Webinars
  How Forever 21 Drives Growth With Customer-First Marketing
  Join us on April 18th at 11am ET! 
   Sponsored 
  
  
    News
  First Look: JCPenney opens its first new store in eight years
  Willowbrook Mall has a new anchor. 
 [image: JCPenney Wayne, N.J.]   
  
    News
  Best Buy partners with Microsoft to support electronics sustainability
  Best Buy Co Inc. and Microsoft are teaming up to encourage sustainable tablet shopping and youth recycling. 
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    News
  Data breach reportedly exposes Home Depot employee data
  An error by an outside vendor reportedly let a hacker gain unauthorized access to some personal data of roughly 10,000 employees of The Home Depot. 
    
  
    
 
    
  
  
 
    How Technology Can Transform Your Retail Business 
Learn More sponsored 
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  CSA Retail Buzz
Chain Store Age is excited to announce the launch of CSA Retail Buzz, a new video series designed to provide insights and observations on the trends and innovations shaping retail.

Check out Episode 3
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     	        Amazon, AllBirds tops BrandKeys’ 2024 most innovative retail list 
    An online giant and a direct-to-consumer sustainable footwear brand are meeting consumers’ expectations the most when it comes to innovation. 
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	        Primestor Development acquires new open-air center
    The minority-owned-and-led real estate firm has purchased the Esplanade Shopping Center in Oxnard, Calif. 
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	        Ahold Delhaize, Tesco help found global grocery start-up fund
    Five major global supermarket conglomerates are joining forces to invest in start-ups developing innovative grocery solutions. 
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	        Customers are most likely to install shopping apps on this day
    One annual event has been the top day of the year for consumers to install a new shopping app for more than a decade. 
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	        Consumer confidence continues to increase 
    Consumer confidence continues to be on the upswing according to Numerator, rising two points in March since January of this year. 
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	        The top retail/CPG planned technology spending area is…
    A new survey reveals that the number one technology retailers and CPG companies will dedicate funding to may not be dominating the news. 
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	        Jersey Mike’s reportedly eyes $8 billion sale
    A popular New Jersey-based sandwich chain may be considering selling itself.  
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	        Paramount debuts mobile shopping content during CMT Music Awards
    A leading media and streaming company launched artificial intelligence (AI)-based shoppable mobile content during a country music awards broadcast. 
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	        Amazon continues construction on Puget Sound tower
    Amazon is moving ahead with a major workspace expansion in Bellevue, Wash. 
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     Trending
 	        Christmas Tree Shops closing all stores — here’s the list 
    
   [image: Christmas Tree Shops operates stores in 20 states.]  
 
	        Gap Inc. taps toy executive as its next CEO
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	        Lidl adding another store to its growing NYC footprint
    
   [image: Lidl has more than 170 stores in the U.S. ]  
 
	        Dollar General putting ‘food first” with expansion of private label
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   Subscribe to our Newsletters
Subscribe to Chain Store Age editorial newsletters and get all the latest industry news and reports in your inbox.


From finance and technology to store expansion and real estate, we've got you covered.

Subscribe Now
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  	   Here's how much store inefficiencies cost retailers   
	   Instacart expands integration with health plans   
	   Select fast-casual restaurants accept EBT payment   
	   Retail Technology News: March update   
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  	   Uniqlo to open 20-plus stores in 2024, enter new state — here are the locations    
	   Walmart leads annual ranking of top 50 global retailers    
	   The Month in Retail Technology: March update   
	   99 Cents Only Stores to liquidate   
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  	   Levi’s Q1 tops Street as DTC sales surge; brand gets big call out from Beyoncé   
	   FullBeauty makes third acquisition in less than a year   
	   DoorDash pilots benefit program for contract drivers   
	   Done Deal: Guess completes acquisition of Rag & Bone   
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  	   Store Expansion News: March update   
	   Build-A-Bear brand effort includes 50 new stores, Roblox   
	   Miniso to unveil character-inspired store at American Dream    
	   Retail makes dramatic resurgence on Fifth and Madison Avenues in NYC   
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 	 4/5/2024  The Month in Retail Technology: March update 
Retailers in March focused technology efforts in areas including artificial intelligence (AI) and social media.
      Dan Berthiaume 
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	 3/29/2024  Three insights into Amazon’s Big Spring Sale 
Springtime may never be the same in retail again.
      Dan Berthiaume 
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   Expert Viewpoints  
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 	 4/4/2024  Litigation Trends: Cybersecurity, data protection, AI drive risk 
Cybersecurity and data protection rank as the areas of greatest current exposure and of greatest concern for this year in the retail, consumer markets, and food and beverage industries, according to Norton Rose Fulbright’s 20th Annual Litigation Trends Survey. 

	 4/3/2024  Assessing the risks — and rewards — of ‘keep it’ returns 
The “keep it” returns policy should be used sparingly as bad actors may take advantage.
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